Investigating synthetic P-regions from voltage-gated sodium channel at the conformational and functional levels.
Four peptides mimicking the four P-regions of the electric eel sodium channel were chemically synthesized to characterize their secondary structure and their contribution to the channel selectivity. Circular dichroism spectra of these peptides in trifluoroethanol demonstrate an important beta-sheet conformational component. This beta-sheet content is much enhanced upon interaction with phosphatidylcholine small unilamellar vesicles. As expected (and except for P of domain III), no significant voltage-dependence is revealed in either macroscopic or single-channel conductance experiments. The concentrations-dependences of macroscopic conductances suggest that tetramers are the membrane conducting aggregates. In asymmetric ionic conditions, these channels made up of P-peptides were mostly specific for sodium over chloride whilst caesium was largely excluded. Single-channel conductance analysis discloses a moderate selectivity for sodium over potassium for PI and PII. This selectivity is larger with PIII but inverted for PIV. Finally, a control random peptide of the same length and with a comparable mean hydrophibicity was also tested. Its conformation in TFE is mainly unordered and no activity was detected in planar lipid bilayers. The data suggest that the presumed selectivity filter may not assume a circular symmetry and that molecular recognition between the different P-regions has to be taken into account.